The Beacon Society

JAN STAUBER GRANT PROGRAM
To Support Programs Introducing Young People to Sherlock Holmes

Recipient Summary Report
We greatly appreciate your enthusiasm for introducing young people to
Sherlock Holmes. Within three weeks of your program or project’s completion, please complete
the following summary report. Your report will be posted on our website, BeaconSociety.com,
and may inspire others to implement a similar program or project in their own communities.

Natalie Thiele
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Grant Recipient:

Friends of Gilmer Public Library
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Organization Name:
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Organization
Location:

Friends of Gilmer Public Library
PO Box 93
Glenville, WV 26351
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Number of
Participants:

Approximately 485 participated in some fashion (saw the display
and/or took an activity packet). Six participants participated in person
and returned a completed activity sheet.
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Grades or Ages
of Participants:

6

Program or Project’s
Start/End Dates:
(mm/dd/yyyy)

K-12, one adult. Those who participated in person and returned an
activity sheet were 40, 11, 10, 8, 8, and 4 (assisted by the adult).

11/15/2021

05/14/2022
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Describe the Completed Program or Project:

The Gilmer Public Library initially hosted the Sherlock Holmes Literacy and Appreciation Program from
November 15 through December 15, 2021 (with a start date chosen to coincide with the West Virginia Library
Commission's mystery-themed Family Read Week (Nov. 15-21)). The program was publicized on Facebook, the
library's website, on flyers posted around Gilmer County, in the local paper's community calendar, and on a local
radio station's community calendar announcements. Because of COVID-19 uncertainty and safety concerns, the
program was designed for individuals to complete independently and socially-distanced, with library displays,
outdoor components, and an activity packet to complete; the activities in the packet were introduced with
selected excerpts from Sherlock Holmes stories to provide context for what participants would be doing.
Additionally, fliers and program activity files were sent to the county elementary school and high school in case
teachers wanted to encourage students to participate, and the Gilmer Public Library hosted program materials
and extra Sherlockian resources and activities on their website at
https://gilmerpublib.org/events/sherlock-holmes-mystery/ .
In the library, we created five "Mini-Mysteries" which corresponded to questions in the activity packet. Four
mysteries were exhibits on display, and one mystery took advantage of the library environment itself. Our
outdoor activity was a Photo Clue Challenge. Unusual photo clues were taken in historic downtown Glenville
(the city where our library is located), and participants could locate each object or structure by exploring and
carefully observing. The activity packet also included an open-resource reading quiz (with questions about "The
Red-Headed League," "The Adventure of the Blue Carbuncle," and "Silver Blaze"), a short essay prompt, and the
option for participants to try either the Junior Sherlockian 221b Training or the Fortescue Scholarship Honors
Program online. Originally, to be entered into a random drawing for one of three prize packages (each consisting
of a Complete Works and two novelty Holmes/Watson bookmarks), participants were asked to complete any
three of the program activities and return their packet to the library.
We had high partial/incomplete participation, and most of our activity packets (479 of the 500 we printed) were
taken home by library patrons and distributed to students in our local schools; unfortunately, no packets were
returned. While this was a bit of a disappointment, it seems to be in line with participation results for at least
one other socially-distanced library youth activity during COVID-19.
We decided to extend the return-period until February, and placed a notice in the local paper to that effect, but
still did not receive any activity packets.
To try and get better participation and award the prize packages, we publicized a new session of the program,
which ran from May 1 - May 14 and featured a live walk-through at the library. Grant recipient Natalie Thiele
hosted a 2-hour walk-through on May 14 for those who wished to participate but wanted guidance. For this
second run of the project, we drastically cut down the activity packet so that all activities could be completed in
the library within a 2-hour limit. Three prize packages (each consisting of a complete set of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle's Sherlock Holmes novels and stories and two novelty Holmes and Watson bookmarks) were awarded to
three in-person participants at that time.
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Detail the Goals Achieved and Impact:

Many of our goals depended on activity packets being returned. Our estimate for number of participants was
both accurate and flawed (we thought up to 500 people might take a packet, and 479 packets were taken home
but never returned). Without the feedback of returned forms, it is difficult to gauge the nature and full extent
of the impact this part of the project has had.
With the re-structuring of the program for May, we lowered our expectations a good bit and to hopefully
inspire a better packet return rate. Participants who completed Mini-Mysteries practiced using observation and
reasoning skills to successfully “solve” mysteries. Children age 8-11 who completed the mysteries did not need
much prompting to successfully follow instructions and complete activities (the 4-year-old participant was
engaged and interested in the displays, but needed help from an adult throughout). While observing
participants, the grant recipient/presenter noted the most discussion and excitement from all participants
about "The Tooth Truth" (a mystery with model teeth and clay bite-impressions) and "Eliminate and Test" (a
mystery featuring a miniature house diorama). The next most-discussed exhibit was "Whose Shoes?" (with
children's shoes covered in clues like paint, marker, dirt, rips, duct-tape, and accessories). Everyone's answers
on all three of these exhibits were correct, well-reasoned, and descriptive when the prompted for explanation
(examples of two different participants' descriptive answers: (1)"I think Shoe Two belongs to a kid who 'IS A
FEMALE TEEN. SHE DIYS OR MAYBE LIKES JAPAN. SHE PROBABLY ALSO LIKES CATS.'"; (2)"I would check out
'bkshelf table' because 'kus she may haf sut her buk and her homwerk wus in et. She ma oso leften on the
kichen tabel and it my hav fol under the table.'"). Participants had most trouble with the "Fibers on the Scene"
and "Seeing vs Observing." These had the most missing and incorrect answers on the activity sheet itself
(although in-person discussion at the time showed that they understood the concepts behind the mysteries).
Part of the reason answers were missing may have been due to confusing layout for these two activities on the
worksheet itself, and part of this may just be that the activities weren't as visually exciting as some of the
others. Children jumped around from mystery to mystery and may not have wanted to dwell on these two for
long enough to finish writing answers. The displays and prize-presentation generated positive discussions of
Sherlock Holmes amongst participants.
The library displays also inspired Sherlock-related discussion among library patrons and library staff and
volunteers. Community adults who observed the displays in the library and discussed it with the grant recipient
(but who chose not to participate) had positive feedback and approved of the goal of introducing more young
people to Sherlock Holmes. Many community members and library staff and volunteers expressed their
fondness for Sherlock Holmes, and one community member even contributed a Doyle-related newspaper
article from the Charleston Gazette-Mail from 2018: "Sherlock may not have been real crime-fighter, but his
creator was."
Promoting the Sherlock Holmes Literacy and Appreciation Program in our local paper and on local radio may
have had some positive impact simply because of the frequency of notices referring to Sherlock Holmes literacy
in our community. As with the original activity packets, because we did not receive feedback it is difficult to
gauge the nature and full extent of the impact of our promotional materials.
The Friends of Gilmer Public Library collaborates with Gilmer Public Library to provide programming in
literature, art, and regional culture. We also work to supplement funding and promote volunteerism and in-kind
work/donations for the library. Our library does not have a large budget, and COVID-19 and the recent census
numbers showing a population decrease have reduced the budget (and opportunities to present programming)
further. This project has had a significant impact for the Gilmer Public Library because it provided drop-and-go
Please attach copies of materials (pamphlets, handouts, etc.) and photos of displays, activities, etc. from the
programming that library staff could host without having to purchase, create, or provide presenters for it
program or project.
(however they did do an amazing job promoting the program on social media, on the library website, in the
local schools, and with flyers decorating the library itself).

